
The Historic 
Significance of  
Yud Tes Kislev 



1)the history of Y ud T es K islev. 
2)the impossibility of talking 

about the history of Y ud T es 
K islev. 



Brief timeline: 
 

Sept. 15, 1798 (ט” תקנ תשרי ז  ,(ט”
the Prosecutor General of 
Russia, Pyotr Vasilyevich 
Lopukhin, orders the arrest of 
the Alter Rebbe, R. Schneur 
Zalman of Liozne. 



Oct. 7, 1798 ( תקנ חשון ח  ,(ט”
Lopukhin reports that the Alter 
Rebbe has arrived in St. 
Petersburg. 
There he is interrogated by the 
Governing Senate, and also 
provides testimony in writing.   



Nov. 16, 1798 (י” תקנ כסלו ט  the Tsar orders ,(ט”
the release of the Alter Rebbe, and declares 
that he does not find him or the Chassidic 
movement to pose a threat to the nation.  



Nov. 16, 1798 Old Style = Nov. 27 New Style  
 



Letter from the Alter 
R ebbe to C hassidim in 
V ilna, recalling attack of 
the misnagdim in 1772. 
  

Several years later he 
would recount this 
episode in more detail: 



The Vilna Gaon attacked the Chassidic 
concept that “H ashem is everywhere” and in 
everything. 
 

R . Avraham of K alisk attacked the C habad 
principle that the unity of G - d must be fully 
understood and contemplated. 



As the Alter Rebbe wrote on 
the first page of T anya, his 
mission was to bring us “very 
close” to G - d, in mind, heart, 
and action. 
B oth the V ilna G aon and R . 
Avraham of K alisk opposed 
this, though in different ways. 



Letter from the Rebbe Rashab Kislev 16, 5662 (1901):  



“to draw forth the depth and innerness of G-d’s 
Torah and G-d’s commandments from the 
innerness and essence of the infinite that it should 
illuminate the innerness of our souls, that our 
entire selves should be dedicated to G-d alone” 
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